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Paired Reading Activities
Reading For Fun

Paired Reading 

Print out, copy, and hand out the activity sheet. Ask each student to pair up 
with a classmate. Partner A reads the first sentence while their Partner B 
listens and reads along. Partner B then picks up where the Partner A stops 
and reads the second sentence. This process is repeated until the article is 
finished. The paired reading exercise certainly helps students work together 
and it can also encourage cooperation and support peer-assisted learning. 
Below you’ll find a few variations on this activity to make it more challenging 
and fun!

The random skip

Repeat the process above, but this time instruct the learners to skip one 
random word from each sentence they read! The partner should listen care-
fully, find the word that their partner skipped, and say it when the student 
finishes the sentence.

The verb skip

If you want students to notice certain parts of speech, you could ask them 
to skip a verb from each sentence. To do this, ask the pairs to go through the 
paper before they read and highlight all the verbs in the reading. When they 
read, they skip one verb from each sentence and the partner again tries to 
notice which word was missing.

The speed run

Make it a timed paired reading. Ask the students to do the paired reading 
and time themselves. They then try again and this time they try to read 
faster!
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World pizza toppings 

What are your favorite 
pizza toppings? How 
about squid or fried 
eggs? Most Americans 
seem to prefer their 
pizza with the usual 
cheese and pepperoni. 
People in other 
countries, however, 
have different tastes. In 
India, for example, a 
common pizza topping 
is ginger and mutton 

(sheep). Many Indians like to eat pizza covered with tofu. Spicy vegetables are also 
a popular topping there. People from Sweden like to eat their pizza with bananas 
and pineapple. They seem to also enjoy chicken and loads of curry powder on it! If 
you eat a pizza in Japan, don’t be surprised if it has a squid topping. The mayajaga 
pizza is also popular there. This is a pizza covered with potatoes and mayonnaise. 
In France, you can enjoy your pizza with a fried egg on top. The egg is sometimes 
cooked on the pizza. Despite all these different dishes to choose from, pepperoni 
is still the most popular topping in the world. It also seems that pizza lovers want to 
eat meat. Somewhere around 62% of all pizzas have meat on them. The next time 
you order pizza, why not try something a little different on top?

1. Most Americans seem to like cheese and pepperoni on their pizza.
a) True
b) False
2. What kind of vegetable toppings are popular in India?
a) sour vegetables
b) salty vegetables
c) spicy vegetables
3. The Japanese sometimes have squid on their pizzas.
a) True
b) False
4. About _____% of all pizzas have meat on them.
a) 42
b) 52
c) 62
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